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What is SquidRestrict? SquidRestrict is a lightweight program that allows you to set multiple time restrictions on internet access. The time
restrictions that are set using SquidRestrict can be seen in the Squid logs so you can see if any users are abusing their internet access. Note: If you

wish to check the time restrictions that have been set for SquidRestrict and see what is being blocked you will need to add "Rules" into the
access.log in Squid. (Doing this is outside of the scope of this page so I will not cover it here.) What are the Key Features of SquidRestrict? If you

are the type of person who has multiple time restrictions in place for internet access you might be interested in the SquidRestrict feature that
allows multiple time restrictions to be set easily and quickly. Rather than have to set each time restriction individually it's possible to set multiple
time restrictions all from a single simple user interface. Features of SquidRestrict: ￭ Set Multiple Time Restrictions The way that SquidRestrict

works is you can set multiple time restrictions for when internet access should be allowed. ￭ Simple User Interface SquidRestrict is a lightweight
program that allows you to set the time restrictions that you want in place. ￭ Doesn't Delete any Files SquidRestrict does not delete any of the
Squid configuration that you have. If something goes wrong and you need to roll back Squid configuration then SquidRestrict allows you to do

that in seconds and all you need to do is restart Squid. ￭ Allows you to set time restrictions when a user signs in to Squid Because SquidRestrict is
a web based application it allows you to apply time restrictions when a user signs in to Squid. ￭ easy to install All you have to do is run a setup

script ￭ tested and supported SquidRestrict is tested and supported on all current versions of IPCop (1.4.0 to 1.4.13) and Smoothwall Express (v2
and v3). SquidRestrict Screen Shots: How do I install SquidRestrict? To install SquidRestrict all you have to do is run a setup script. The setup
script takes a few seconds and will install SquidRestrict to a "squid.conf" file which has the internet access that you wish to restrict. The web

based setup script is available for IPC
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This program allows you to place multiple time restrictions on Squid. SquidRestrict can be run both from a web interface ( and also as a
standalone Java application ( You can use either to make the settings. Setup Squid is very straight forward, if you have not setup Squid before you
can easily get Squid working. With most Linux based firewalls you just need to tick a box to allow Squid to run then follow the setup instructions.
With SquidRestrict you can run SquidRestrict both from a web interface and also as a standalone Java application. To run SquidRestrict: ￭ Open a
browser to ￭ Fill in the User and Password ￭ Enter a name for the Firewall ￭ Tick the boxes that apply for you to place the time restrictions you
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wish to apply for the time that you want to ￭ Click Submit ￭ Wait for Squid to restart. SquidRestrict should start as the default web interface for
Squid on your firewall. ￭ In SquidRestrict you can view the time restrictions you have applied and the date that they will be in place. ￭ To stop

the time restrictions just clear the date boxes. To stop the SquidRestrict web interface just click on the exit button at the bottom right of the
interface. To view the time restrictions you can view the restrictions in SquidRestrict by clicking the "Show SquidRestrict Web Interface" button

on the right. SquidRestrict contains a Java application that allows you to work out the time restrictions you wish to apply to Squid. Simply start the
Java application and follow the instructions on the screen. SquidRestrict Java Description: To run SquidRestrict from a web interface use this

command (you may need to use./squidrestrict): ./squidrestrict To run SquidRestrict from a Java application use this command (you may need to
use javaws or setup java to be in the PATH variable): javaws -jar squidrestrict.jar To view the time restrictions you can view the restrictions in

SquidRestrict by clicking the "Show SquidRestrict Web Interface" button on the right. Note: If you start the SquidRestrict Java application from a
web browser 09e8f5149f
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SquidRestrict is an add-on program to The Squid Web Proxy Cache. The main purpose of SquidRestrict is to allow you to set multiple time
restrictions on internet access for a SquidWebProxyCache. You can use this to restrict a clients access to the internet based on their time of day.
Note: This program should not be confused with Web Filter, which does exactly the same thing but was never intended to be used for Firewall
Configuration ￭ An example of how to use SquidRestrict will be shown in the following section. ￭ Developed by Ryan Donahue ￭ Maintained by
James Fisher Do you want to contribute to making SquidRestrict better? See . The Simple Setup Script to Install SquidRestrict If you want
SquidRestrict to be as easy as possible to install please see the setup script (below) #!/bin/sh # # Setup script to install SquidRestrict # # The Setup
script is provided as a solution to install the SquidRestrict # program. # # The Setup script is only provided as is and no warranty is given in #
regards to its accuracy and workability # # Travis J. Conner # Created: Jul 25, 2010 # Updated: Dec 1, 2010 # # # SquidRestrict is freely available
under the terms of the GNU General Public # License version 2.0 and is provided as is without warranty of any kind. # # When configuring Squid
with squidRestrict use the command "You must" #!! Otherwise SquidRestrict will not work # (or on non-Linux based firewalls). # # If you wish to
try SquidRestrict you must first change the AllowConnections # directive within the squid.conf file to 0. This will prevent any of your users #
from being able to see the web page that Squid is serving. # Please note that after changing AllowConnections to 0, you will # need to restart
Squid for the change to take effect. # If you are installing SquidRestrict for the first time you must do the following: # 1. Set the
"AllowConnections" directive within the squid.conf file to 0

What's New in the?

Tagged by SabreHoney. Tagged by Imreal. Based on JanC's SquidRestrict. Also includes a Java API for implementing restrictions. Status:
Currently in Beta. Version: 0.6 Date: 2009-11-04 Requires: Squid 2.7.x or 3.0.x Notes: This can be used to add restrictions to the IPCop 1.4.0 to
1.4.13 and the Smoothwall Express 2 and 3. Note that this will not work on IPCop 2.0 or so because Squid had a major update in 2.0 Update: It
seems that there have been some changes in the Smoothwall_express that means that the restrictions don't work (see below). Notes: ￭ The IPCop
version supported is 1.4.0 to 1.4.13. ￭ Squid 2.7.x or 3.0.x must be installed. ￭ All versions of IPCop or Smoothwall Express will be supported in
future. ￭ Add the lines to squid.conf to enable the java API. For IPCop and Smoothwall it is commented out with *. IPcop: # SystemD is enabled,
therefore you need to also uncomment this line #AccessLog /var/log/squid/access.log squid #DefaultPacketConn times=59 timeouts=0 keep=0
#MainConnectionTimeOut (sec) #NotifySyslog #Dns: 127.0.0.1 #Dns: 0.0.0.0 #ListenAddress 0.0.0.0 #KeepAliveLimit 0 #KeepAliveInterval 60
#SquidShutDown 5 #DefaultUserPasswd # #SquidRestrict: #Enabling allow_user_override=true will allow restrictions for users to be
#overwritten by SquidRestrict. The following is an example of a date and #hour restriction that I would like to add to SquidRestrict: #
#allow_user_override=true #time allowed-2012-01-01 00:00:00 0.5 # #PCOP Version: #EnableSquidRestrict: true #Time Restricted: #Decisions-
enabled: yes
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System Requirements For SquidRestrict:

Minimum specs recommended: OS: Windows 7 64bit / Windows 8 64bit / Windows 10 64bit Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E8400 2.66GHz / Intel
Core2 Duo E8400 2.66GHz AMD Athlon X2 Dual Core E2200 2.66GHz or equivalent AMD processor Memory: 2GB RAM Hard Disk Space:
80MB free hard disk space Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible graphics card (preferably with at least 256MB of RAM) Sound: Windows Vista or
higher Additional
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